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Abstract
Organizational problems such as ineffective leadership, structural integration, communication
barriers and practical drift have plagued NASA for many years. The concurrent existence and
micro/macro nature of these problems makes analysis difficult. This whitepaper describes
dynamic network analysis and how it can be applied to study ineffective organizational practices
at NASA. Dynamic network analysis is a comprehensive methodology that can be used to model
complex organizational problems. The methodology can handle multi-mode, multi-link
networks therefore organizational risk can be modeled at various levels: team, department,
divisional, and organizational. Analysis is done at several levels thus allowing for complex
reasoning about the micro and macro co-evolution of the socio-technical system.
Next, an example model of NASA's Team X is developed and analyzed. The model explores the
implications of individual leadership style on structural integration. Results show that leadership
style can effect structural integration within the team; an effect that has both team adaptive and
performance implications. Modeling and analysis can be expanded to study other current
organizational problems at NASA such as communication barriers and practical drift.
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1. Ineffective organizational practices: a multi-level problem
In 2003 many organizational problems within NASA were cited by the Columbia
Investigation Board (CIB) as contributing to the Columbia disaster. Among the
problems cited were barriers to communication, including information technologies,
structural integration and databases, ineffective leadership and practical drift. Structural
integration is assembling interdependent actions into coherent sequences and
outcomes. Practical drift is local adaptation to demands that require work practices to
fall outside the formal procedures of the organization.
These same organizational problems were also cited as contributing factors of the
Challenger disaster. As noted in the CIB report (2003), the ineffective institutional
practices present at the time of the Challenger disaster re-emerged at the time of the
Columbia disaster. Despite the recommendations of the Presidential Commission on
the Space Shuttle Challenger Accident (1986) and the subsequent interventions to
correct the organizational problems, the system retained the ineffective patterns. The
seventeen year span indicates that these organizational patterns are a long-standing
risk within NASA; a problem that has eluded a solution.
The difficulty in addressing these risks lies in the fact that these are complex multi-level
problems of the system. NASA programs are administered over a complex system of
highly connected, interdependent but autonomous parts. These parts include the NASA
centers, independent contractors and information technologies that connect the
distributed environment. Several analyses have shown how organizational accidents
and the associated ineffective organizational practices are due to emergent behavior in
the socio-technical system as a result of interactions among the interdependent parts
(Perrow 1999; Reason 1997; Snook 2000; Vaughan 1996; Weick and Sutcliffe 2001).
In other words, organizational practices are system level behaviors due to the complex
interactions at subsystem levels (work units, people, technologies…).
Due to the complex nature of the NASA socio-technical system, new techniques for
analyzing the problem need to be developed. Subsystems analysis and a reductionist
approach will only partially address the problem. Although analysis of each unit is
important the scope needs to include the complex relations and interdependencies that
exist in NASA’s overall program structure. Likewise, analysis only at the system level
will be incomplete. The emergent higher level organizational practices can only be
understood by taking the lower level interactions into account.

2. Dynamic Network Analysis: a multi-level approach
To understand the emergent organizational dynamics we need to understand the basic
network evolutionary processes. Dynamic network analysis combines multi-level, multimode, multi-link social network analysis with cognitive science and multi-agent
simulation to provide a methodology for modeling the dynamics of complex and
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adaptive socio-technical systems. The basic interactive processes of the sub-systems
are modeled to produce emergent system-level behavior. Analysis occurs at all
appropriate levels. The two advances enabling dynamic network analysis are the
MetaMatrix and multi-agent network modeling.
The MetaMatrix (Carley and Hill 2001; Carley 1999b; Carley 2002; Carley 2003; Carley
and Ren 2001; Carley, Ren and Krackhardt 2000; Krackhardt and Carley 1998) is a
theoretical framework for representing the various network relations of an organizational
system. This framework is important to the study of risk because it allows for the
definition, measurement and analysis of the various organizational parts (nodes) and
interactions (relational ties). In the MetaMatrix framework, organizations are defined by
a set of networks under five classifications: personnel, knowledge, resources, tasks and
organizations.
Multi-agent network models allow for the representation of individual cognitive agents
who can take action, learn and alter the network – organizational adaptation. Based on
well-known social and cognitive processes that influence interactions, agents will go
through the process of action, learning and network alteration to produce emergent
behavior.
Emergent behavior that, under certain conditions, can result in
communication breakdown, structural disintegration and practical drift.
Agents, human and technological, can be modeled as information processing entities
with heterogeneous attributes particularly in terms of organizational role, knowledge,
experience, and response to stress. As such, multi-agent network models can capture
the complexities of NASA structure at various levels.

3. NASA Team X: A study of leadership style and structural
integration
3.1 Differences in leadership style
Observations of Team X design sessions made in April, 2003 indicate that facilitators
have leadership styles that vary greatly. These observations were made of Team X
design sessions where there was a facilitator change midstream for the team.
Observations and subsequent interviews conclude that facilitator 1 has a directive style
and facilitator 2 has a participative style.
Differences in leadership style can lead to different network structures due to individual
response to the facilitator and as such different structural integration and information
flow. Such differences can be especially important in dynamic environments where
adaptability is essential for organizational performance. Some have argued that a
leader’s main role in an information-intensive, dynamic environment is to facilitate
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structural integration among the distributed expertise of the organization (Marion and
Uhl-Bien 2001; McKelvey 2003).
Data collected on the task dependency network verifies that the difference in leadership
styles of the two facilitators resulted in different network structures. Figures 1 and 2
show the task dependency network among Team X members when each facilitator is in
charge.

Figure 1. Task dependency network, Facilitator 1

Figure 2. Task dependency network, Facilitator 2
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Figure 1 shows that team members have task dependency on facilitator 1 as the ties
are directed to him. This is consistent with qualitative observations which describe
facilitator 1 as driving the Team X sessions and having tighter control over tasks and
coordination. Figure 2 shows that facilitator 2 depends more on the team members as
ties are directed to them. This is also consistent with qualitative observations which
note facilitator 2 opening up the Team X sessions and decentralizing decisions more.
The question investigated here is if different leadership styles results in different social
structures and organizational performance over time, thus a difference in fostering
organizational adaptability and effectiveness.

3.2 Modeling Team X
3.2.1 The Team X MetaMatrix
In addition to the task dependency network, the MetaMatrix of structural relations were
collected on Team X as shown in Table 1. Two distinct MetaMatrices were made
because data was collected on two separate facilitators. The distinctions for these
MetaMatrices are other team member’s perception of each facilitator and the
perceptions each facilitator has of the other team members and the engineering
process. Each MetaMatrix represents the team when led by the respective facilitator.

3.2.2 Construct: A multi-agent network model
Construct is a multi-agent network model for the co-evolution of agents and sociotechnical environments (Carley 1990; Carley 1991a; Carley 1991b; Carley 1995; Carley
1996; Carley 1999a; Carley and Hill 2001; Carley 2002; Schreiber and Carley 2004a;
Schreiber and Carley 2004b; Schreiber, Singh and Carley 2004). Agents in Construct
are defined as information processing units which interact and communicate through the
social processes of homophily (relative similarity) and knowledge-seeking (relative
expertise). As agents go through the adaptive process of taking action, learning and
altering the network, they perform tasks. Task performance accuracy for the team of
agents is measured along with network structure adaptations.
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3.2.3 Simulating the structural adaptation and performance of Team X
under different facilitators
Relevant networks, such as the knowledge network and the task dependency network
from the MetaMatrix were input into Construct. Using the distinct MetaMatrices, we
were able to produce a representation of Team X under each facilitator and leadership
style, facilitator 1 (directive) and facilitator 2 (participative). Virtual experiments were
run to test the effect of each leader on structural integration and team performance. To
assure that any significant effects were not due to the particular knowledge base of the
leader, another set of conditions were run whereas the knowledge base of each
facilitator was used with the other facilitator’s initial network representation. In other
words, facilitator 1’s knowledge network was used with facilitator 2’s task dependency
network and vice versa.
Figure 3 shows the ending performance results of the virtual experiment. Clearly the
team under the direction of facilitator 2 performs better. Also, the performance variance
is not due to any difference in the knowledge base of the facilitators. With leadership
style established as a factor significantly contributing to performance we now turn to the
resulting structure underlying these results.
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Figure 3. Performance analysis

Figures 4 and 5 show the agent interaction networks at time 100 under facilitator 1 and
facilitator 2, respectively. In each figure, the red circle indicates the facilitator and blue
circles indicate central agents with at least four ties. Figure 5 shows that in the team led
by facilitator 2 there are three central agents. In contrast, figure 4 shows that there are
no central agents in the team led by facilitator 1. The participative style of facilitator 2
fosters the emergence of central agents. These agents promote a higher degree of
structural integration and greater information flow within the team.

Figure 4. Interaction network, time 100, Facilitator 1
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Figure 5. Interaction network, time 100, Facilitator 2
Similar results were noted for other timeperiods as well. Figure 6 shows the clustering
coefficient for each leadership condition over time. Figure 7 shows the density of the
agent interaction networks for each leadership condition over time. For each of these
graph level measures, the team under facilitator 2 has a higher degree of structural
integration thus promoting better communication, adaptation and performance. It
should be noted that this is not a model of a crisis situation and therefore these results
may not hold under such a circumstance.
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Figure 6. Clustering coefficient over time
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Figure 7. Density over time

4. Conclusion
Dynamic network analysis, through multi-level, multi-mode analysis of the
interdependent interactions of the socio-technical system, can capture the complexities
of NASA structure. The methodology models agents with heterogeneous attributes and
can provide analysis for long-standing, complex problems such as structural integration
and ineffective leadership.
Results of the Team X analysis show that leadership style has an effect on the
structural integration of the team. In short, participative leadership encourages the
emergence of central team members. These central members provide structural
integration which can lead to more effective communication, information flow,
adaptation and performance.
Although the above analysis was at the team level, dynamic network analysis can
capture higher levels of complexity and provide insight into this problem at other levels
of analysis such as division or organization. Expanding the analysis to larger
organizational levels will provide increasing benefit to NASA.
In addition, the analysis can be expanded to other organizational problems that were
stated in the CIB report such as barriers to communication and practical drift.
Expanding this analysis to include ineffective leadership, structural integration, barriers
to communication and practical drift makes intuitive sense because these problems are
all related within the organizational system.
For instance, leaders are responsible for ensuring that management decisions are
made on solid information and analysis. Solid decisions rely on the structural
integration of the differentiated units, NASA centers and independent contractors,
CMU SCS ISRI
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through open communication channels which include direct interaction as well as
interaction through information technologies and databases. As effective leadership,
structural integration and communication wane, formal organizational procedures are
impeded and practical drift slowly develops as a means to complete work. Practical drift
can also feed the cycle as bypassing formal procedures can exclude information from
entering the formal communication system and being passed on to others including
management. Therefore, communication and leadership can be rendered even more
ineffective.
Dynamic network analysis provides a comprehensive methodology for analyzing
complex organizational problems. Through such an analysis, innovative solutions can
be found that improve the ineffective organizational practices which have plagued
NASA for many years.
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